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QUESTION 1

Which of the following best describes the purpose of the record buffer (as controlled through the read_buffer_size
variable), and how it is set? 

A. The record buffer is set per connection. 

B. The record buffer is used for operations such as ORDER BY or GROUP BY. 

C. The record buffer is global and is only set by restarting the server. 

D. The record buffer is used to perform sequential table scans, reducing the number of reads from disk. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following: 

mysql> SHOW STATUS LIKE \\'Qcache%\\'; 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

| Variable_name | Value | 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

| Qcache_free_blocks | 87 | 

| Qcache_free_memory | 318442 | 

| Qcache_hits | 11224 | 

| Qcache_inserts | 19215 | 

| Qcache_lowmem_prunes | 437 | 

| Qcache_not_cached | 9155 | 

| Qcache_queries_in_cache | 240 | 

| Qcache_total_blocks | 924 | 

+-------------------------+--------+ 

What can be derived from this output? 

A. There is a low utilization of the query cache. 

B. There is a normal utilization of the query cache. 

C. There is a high utilization of the query cache. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The user \\'joe\\' connecting from the host example.com has full access to all databases on the server: 

mysql> SHOW GRANTS FOR \\'joe\\'@\\'example.com\\'; 

+----------------------------------------------------+ 

| Grants for joe@example.com | 

+----------------------------------------------------+ 

| GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO \\'joe\\'@\\'example.com\\' | 

+----------------------------------------------------+ 

1 row in set (0.00 sec) 

You need to restrict the user from accessing the mysql database. Will the following statement do this? 

REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES ON mysql.* FROM \\'joe\\'@\\'example.com\\' 

A. Yes 

B. No 

C. The answer cannot be determined from the information provided. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true of how access control is based? 

A. It is based off of an access control table in the mysql database. 

B. It is based off of grant tables in the mysql database. 

C. It is based off of an access control list stored in the data directory. 

D. It is based off of an access control list stored inside the .frm files of each table. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How can the strict SQL mode provide added security? 

A. By restricting out of range values. 
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B. By restricting incorrect data types. 

C. By limiting the operations that the server can perform. 

D. By rejecting actions that do not have values for columns without a default. 

Correct Answer: D 
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